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Integrity Checking in Cloud Storage and Policy 
Based User Revocation using Attribute Based 

Encryption 

 
Abstract: Applications that range over various mists are 

frequently observed to be powerless against security dangers. Such 
profoundly heterogeneous situations need a fine-grained access 
control system like Attribute-based Access Control for upholding 
security. One of the most encouraging applications in distributed 
computing is online information sharing. Step by step instructions 
to share client information securely and productively has turned 
out to be one of the most testing issues in distributed computing. Be 
that as it may, this postures new provokes identified with making 
secure and solid information stockpiling over questionable 
specialist co-ops. The principle objective of distributed computing is 
the means by which to verify, secure the information and 
procedure. In this study, we find the issue of guaranteeing the 
respectability of data in cloud computing. Specifically, we consider 
techniques for decreasing the weight of producing a consistent 
measure of metadata at the customer side. Ascribe division chooses 
whether to momentarily disavow client approval as indicated by 
property subset. Furthermore, we propose another model called 
Policy-based Attribute Based Access Control (Pa-ABAC) utilizing 
half breed property based encryption. Our goal is to officially 
determine the conduct of various components of the proposed 
model in a cloud domain. This is imperative to build up a 
substantial security arrangement for a cloud situation free from 
determination mistakes and irregularities. 

Index Terms: Data integrity, Policy based access control and 
revocation, hybrid Attribute based Encryption, Dynamic key 
generation algorithm  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Distributed computing offers on-request administrations of 
framework, stage and programming to its clients. Clients can 
progressively utilize the virtual assets provisioned by a 
specialist co-op. So as to enhance the figuring capacities, mists 
can utilize the administrations offered by various specialist 
organizations [1]. This requires joint effort among different 
cloud suppliers.  
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The greater part of the hierarchical processing and 
information stockpiling had proceeded onward to the cloud 
condition. Analysts are directing broad research to improve 
distributed computing condition.  

They are concentrating on the virtualization, cloud security, 
systems, QOS.  

Distributed computing is an Utility model with high 
accessibility and diminished operational expense with higher 
adaptability and gives benefits on interest [3]. This paper 
proposes a trustworthiness check calculation dependent on Pa-
ABAC. Under the precondition that there is no outsider, the 
neighborhood stores less data can be precisely acknowledge 
information approval for commonly. Distributed storage gives 
shabby and solid stockpiling administration. In any case, when 
the endeavor or individual store their information to the 
distributed storage, the client has lost the total control of the 
individual information.  

This implies the customer will consistently be in their 
redistributing information security concerns. From one 
viewpoint, cloud specialist organizations may make changes 
to client information for their own benefits. 

 Then again, the inescapable disappointment of the server or 
poor administration of the server can result the information 
trustworthiness in trading off [8].  
  

 
 

Fig 1: Cloud Storage application scenario 
Along these lines, the issue of confirming the 

trustworthiness of the information in the cloud turns out to be 
considerably additionally testing.  
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Furthermore, the distributed storage administration, which 
regularly faces both programming and equipment 
disappointment, may choose to shroud the reality of 
information mistakes to help their own. Last however not the 
least, for setting aside cash or extra room, cloud specialist co-
ops may take the disconnected technique to store once in a 
while got to information documents, or even intentionally 
erase those information for recovering [9]. 

One of the significant dangers in current circulated systems 
is to ensure the protection and security of assets after the 
procedure of client disavowal by administrator or proprietors. 
Regularly, the majority of the related verification, get to the 
executives and information insurance (for example 
Encryption) forms are influenced after a client is expelled 
from getting to explicit cloud asset by the proprietor or 
administrator [8]. Consequently, an effective procedure ought 
to be given to get and oversee client denial demands and to 
audit and refresh the security and protection of related assets. 

II. BACKGROUND WORK 

The significance of guaranteeing the information 
trustworthiness has been featured by the accompanying 
examination. Works under various security models. what's 
more, these can be valuable to guarantee the capacity accuracy 
without having clients having neighborhood information are 
on the whole concentrating on single server situation. 

John, J. C., Sural, S., & Gupta, A. [1] proposed heuristic 
answers for cross area principle mining with access 
relaxations and under powerful coordinated efforts. The 
proposed calculations have been assessed on benchmark 
datasets. The cross space guideline mining calculation 
proposed in the past area is intended for static multi-cloud 
joint efforts. 

Aluvalu, R., & Muddana, L. [3]  created DA-RAAC Access 
control model. Further, created model can be hybridized with 
other static strategy based access control models to make the 
approval framework increasingly unique. There are two 
fundamental prerequisites for creating DA-RAAC. 1. 
Concluding danger edge and designing danger motor. 2. 
Incorporating Risk motor with existing access control model. 

Zhang, L., Cui, Y., & Mu, Y. [6] proposed a protection 
saving CP-ABE conspire in the standard model. The 
introduced plan has numerous points of interest over the 
current plans, for example, steady size private keys and short 
ciphertexts. Furthermore, in decoding, it just needs four 
blending calculations. The proposed plan accomplishes 
particular security and obscurity in a prime request gathering. 
In the standard model, we demonstrate the security of the 
proposed plan is diminished to the decisional n-BDHE and the 
DL presumptions. Also, the proposed plan bolsters expert 
check with no protection spillage. 

Chen, Y., Li, L., & Chen, Z.[8] executed Integrity approval 
is important to guarantee that the client's information is 
appropriately put away in the cloud server. A MAC based 
uprightness checking plan is proposed in this paper. There is 
no outsider under the precondition. The nearby can understand 

information approval for commonly precisely just stores less 
data. At the point when the client has confirmation request, 
simply needs to send the check label which incorporate square 
number and the tally of the square has checked to the cloud 
server. From that point forward, you can know whether your 
information is coordinate precisely. Through examining the 
security and execution, the program can check uprightness 
successfully and opposes replay assaults and Man-in-the-
center assaults. By the by, in this arrangement, when the 
information square is confirmed, undesirable message is 
created, these messages squander extra room, yet in addition 
give clients the inconvenience of cleaning information. 

Li Shuanbao, & Fu Jianming. [11] talk about an issue of 
client disavowal for cloud administration. We treat cloud 
application situations as objective and propose a denial 
conspire. The amazing property of our plan is that the 
proprietor legitimately denies a gathering of clients by 
refreshing a client list set, client go between and the expert 
together create two private key offers, which adaptable 
renounce single client in a split second. We accomplish this by 
consolidating Broadcast CP-ABE with quality division so the 
proprietor controls a denied client set, client go between 
straightforwardly cuts up the most least trait set who produces 
the change key and the subsequent private key offer, the 
expert creates change CT and the primary private key offer. 
What's more, we additionally accomplish full intrigue 
opposition by communicate framework. 

Moghaddam, F. F., Wieder, P., & Yahyapour, R. [12] As 
indicated by the significance of protection in cloud-based 
conditions and because of the absence of proficient client 
repudiation process in mists, a strategy based client disavowal 
model was displayed in this paper to guarantee the security of 
related cloud hubs after a client is denied from a piece of 
entire framework. Agreeing four fundamental parts are 
characterized to characterize and oversee security strategies, to 
separate access and repudiation the executives forms, and to 
apply encryption and re-encryption approaches after client 
repudiation. This model was assessed with execution, security 
and aggressive examination. 

III. OUR SYSTEM MODEL 

The reason for this paper is to ensure the security and 
protection of client information in distributed computing. With 
the end goal of information insurance, the specialized 
methodology utilized in this paper depends on the Policy 
Attribute Based Encryption (Pa- ABAC) get to control model. 
The center of this entrance control technique is to control the 
decoding capacities of guests. In light of (Pa- ABAC) access 
control system[16], the information insurance model of figure 
content approach Policy Based Encryption (Pa- ABAC) get to 
control model is appeared in Figure 2. This model basically 
incorporates four sections: client, expert, ciphertext extra 
room, and information access log.  
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Clients incorporate asset proprietors and access clients. 
Information access log incorporate information access log 
authority and information access log irregularity judger. In this 

model, every client will be appointed the relating quality. 
Information assurance model subtleties incorporate after six 
sections. 

 
Fig. 2. Data protection model based on encryption attribute access control 

  
1. To begin with, the framework specialist runs the 
introduction program to produce the open key PK and the ace 
key MK, and after that sends the open key PK to the asset 
proprietor.  
2. The asset proprietor details the comparing access 
arrangement Ac-cp identified with the ciphertext property for 
its information, and runs the encryption program to create the 
ciphertext C and the ciphertext through the open key PK of 
the specialist and the figure content quality strategy Ac-cp. C 
is put away in ciphertext extra room.  
3. The meeting client initially transmits his very own ascribe 
Au to the approving office, and the approving organization 
produces the comparing private key SK as indicated by the 
guest's quality data and sends it to the guest.  
4. Before getting to an asset, a guest first judges whether its 
property Au fulfills the figure content quality approach Ac-cp. 
In the event that it fulfills the necessity, it can decode the 
ciphertext and access assets. On the off chance that it isn't 
fulfilled, it can't be gotten.  
5. The information access record of the test information extra 
room is checked, and if there is any anomaly, the unusual 
outcome is nourished back to the approved association, and 
the approved association helps the asset proprietor to 
remember the consideration.  
6. Asset proprietorship depends on the information get to 
inconsistency result, and re-sanctions the pertinent information 
get to approach. Through the open key PK of the specialist 
and the figure content characteristic strategy Ac-cp, the 
encryption program is hurried to refresh the ciphertext C, and 
the ciphertext C is put away in the key document extra room. 

 
Fig 3: Access Control Strategy 

In Addition, we use a Privacy Level (PL) element that 
indicates the privacy level of Resources. Each Resource is 
associated with a PL value. Higher values of PL indicate more 
privacy. Private data or information is marked with higher 
values of PL. PL can take following values (Table 1): 

Table 1: Privacy level values 
Privacy Level Values 

PL TYPE MEANING 
0 No Privacy Resource can be used anyway 
1 Partial Privacy Resource can be used with 

permission only 
2 Full Privacy Resource cannot be used under 

any circumstances 

 
While getting to information administrations, clients mark 

their information with protection level as indicated by the 
affectability of data being sent. 
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IV. REQUIREMENTS OF DATA INTEGRITY 
CHECKING PROTOCOLS 

Information trustworthiness checking conventions are 
required to understand the security of information and cause 
clients to be quiet about redistributing their information. The 
conventions will be a lot simpler to be acknowledged whether 
they fulfill the accompanying prerequisites.  
A. Capacity Correctness  

In a perfect world, cloud specialist co-op (CSP) consistently 
perform ordinary activities. Be that as it may, in pragmatic 
circumstances, CSP may produce a report which demonstrates 
that the information are unblemished for its interests 
regardless of whether fractional information are messed with 
or lost [9]. Subsequently, the conventions need to guarantee 
clients that their information are equivalent to what were put 
away previously.  
B. Open Auditability  

In certain plans, clients need to confirm the information 
uprightness without anyone else's input [10]. This 
demonstrates clients use their own assets to finish the 
confirmation errands. An outsider reviewer (TPA) can 
perform information respectability minding benefit of clients 
to wipe out their check load.  
C. Security Preserving  

While the upsides of the presence of TPA are clear, it might 
be interested. It might endeavor to discover the genuine 
substance of the redistributed information which causes 
clients' information to be in peril. This is one of the 
circumstances the clients would prefer not to see by any 
stretch of the imagination. A substantial information 
uprightness checking convention has the capacity to avert 
TPA from getting private data over the span of confirmation.  
D. Clump Auditing  

It is increasingly normal for TPA to get various 
confirmation assignments from various clients in a brief 
period in reasonable application. So as to take care of the issue 
of wastefulness brought about by reviewing independently, 
these undertakings can be taken care of at the same time which 
is called cluster examining. It can improve inspecting 
effectiveness and furthermore decrease the expense of 
reviewing process.  
E. Information Dynamics  

We can basically conjecture that the information clients 
need at various occasions are not generally the equivalent. In 
this manner, the clients ought to be able to refresh their re-
appropriated information, for example, embeddings, erasing 
and changing because of different reasons. During the time 
spent information honesty checking, security likewise requires 
to be ensured for the benefit of clients.  
F. Key-Exposure Resilience  

Key presentation is another significant security dangers for 
information uprightness checking and it gets a great deal of 
consideration these years. The event of key presentation can 
conceal the reality of information misfortune and persuade 
clients that the information are as yet unblemished. To stay 
away from this, key-introduction strength ought to be 

considered in a sound information honesty checking 
convention. 

G. Revocation 

Our plan can comprehend the disavowal of personality and 
private key for clients (in cloud situation as appeared in Fig.1). 
For instance, every representative is related with a client 
character set (id1, id2, id3) and a characteristic set (at1, at2, 
at3) in a venture human asset framework. A representative 
stops from the undertaking, the framework can erase the 
significant personality; his rank lessens, the framework can 
renounce his incomplete benefit. 
H. Dynamic Key Generation Algorithm 1 

Key Generation In this stage we will create keys for 
encryption/decoding process. In this procedure we will 
initially choose the shading picture from the database as 
indicated by the session type and current or time. For key age 
channels (red or green or blue) will be separated from the 
chose picture. In key age process three keys are produced from 
the shading picture for example one key will produced from 
red channel one key will created from green and comparably 
one key will produced from blue channel. 
Encryption Algorithm 

Step 1: Generate Random String using random number 
Generator. /*Generated random string includes [A-Za-z0-9] */  

Step 2: Each character is converted to its equivalent ASCII 
Number.  

Step 3: Apply log to the result obtained in step 2.  
Step 4: Applying trigonometric function on the result 

obtained in the step 3 (like sine, cos...) and round/approximate 
the value to four decimal places.  

Step 5: Transmit this generated key (result of step4) to 
mobile client.  
Decryption Algorithm  

Step1: Receive the code sent by key generator from 
authentication server  

Step 2: Shifting the number of decimal places indicated by 
the last bit of the encrypted key. /* if the key is 452322 the 
number of places shifted should be 2 so the value obtained is 
45.232*/  

Step 3: Applying inverse of sine function to the key/*this 
helps in the reverse process of getting the original key*/  

Step 4: Applying antilog function to the result obtained.  
Step 5: The result of step 4 will give the key in numerical 

format  
Step 6: The result obtained in the step 5 is converted to 

ASCII to get the original key as string Step 7: This key is sent 
to the authentication server for getting access to cloud storage 

V. FORMAL SPECIFICATION MODEL 

This area portrays the formal detail of Pa-ABAC model by 
formalizing the elements of choice and sifting fused in ABAC 
access control component (see figure 1). 

Attributes: The attribute is a variable that describes the 

characteristics of the entity. We use      
       to represent an 

attribute ith of Entity, an ATTR 
Entity={     

      ,     
       ,..., 

    
      } to represent an 
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attribute set with n attributes of Entity. 
Subjects and Subject Attributes: The subject speak to the 

element that hold and exercise certain rights on articles. The 
qualities or characteristics of a subject alludes to the properties 
of the subject, for example, name, date of birth, place of 
residence, preparing record, and occupation work. A subject 
can be a user, a group, a role or a process. We define Si to 
represent a subject and S={S1,S2,...,Sn}  to represent a set of n 
subjects, and     

   present attribute jth of subject Si , and 
ATTRS i is the 
attributes set of Si . 
ATTR si={    

  ,     
  ,...,     

  } 
Objects and Object Attributes: the object is an entity to be 
protected from unauthorized use. Attributes of an object 
correspond to properties of the object such as usage, type, 
location, version, etc. Similar to the above notation, Oi 
represent an object and O={ O1 ,O2 ,..., Om} is a set of m 
objects.  
Environment Conditions: logical conditions in which access 
solicitations happen. Condition conditions are noticeable 
ecological qualities. Condition qualities are free of subject or 

object and spoken to by a lot of traits such current time, day of 
the week, area of a client, or the present danger level. 
Algorithm: Pa(ATTRsi, ATTRo, ATTRE,OP,PU,Policy_Pa) 
Policy _ Pa is a privacy policy. We note Policy Pa = 
{R1,R2,..,Rp} to represent a set of 
privacy rules and Pa _ i a privacy function. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To underline the distinctions among the previously 
mentioned information honesty checking conventions, we 
analyze them in this segment. Information respectability 
checking and approach based quality based encryption with 
renouncement we have proposed. At that point, we assess 
these plans by looking at the calculation overhead. Here, c 
indicates the tested square number, s signifies the segment 
number of an information square, M and E mean one increase 
and one exponentiation in a cyclic gathering, individually, Mq 
and Aq particular signify one duplication and one expansion in 
Zq, P indicates one bilinear matching assessment, H indicates 
one hash assessment, l and are controlled by a security 
parameter.

 

Fig 4: User Access Control level comparison between policy based and attribute based encryption 
 

In Figure 4 displays the no of users are increased day by 
day. But the access level is not enough for the attribute based 

level encryption. We show the difference level of the existing 
system and proposed (Policy Based access control)

Fig 5: Comparison between the Tan. S et al and Our Proposed Method. 
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 In Figure 5 shows the comparison level of the data 
integrity checking in cloud storage. If the number of users are 
increased means the existing level of security is down. But our 

proposed system has been shown to the increasing level of 
data integrity and security of cloud  storage. 

Fig 6: Comparison chart  for User Revocation Efficiency 
 
  
In figure 6 displays the user revocation efficiency for 
compared between the  Moghaddam, F et.al and our proposed 
method. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Information respectability checking is a significant research 
field in cloud at present. It has an incredible driving force for 
the improvement of distributed storage. The fulfillment of the 
clients is emphatically identified with the level of flawlessness 
of the information trustworthiness checking conventions. For 
the better conventions, clients are all the more eager to 
acknowledge and feel eased of the information in the cloud. 
we talk about an issue of client repudiation for cloud 
administration. What's more, we built up an entrance control 
model that incorporates protection necessities. Our model Pa-
ABAC, guarantees both the properties of a customary access 
control yet in addition the standards of security. We picked the 
augmentation of ABAC model since it permits considering the 
dynamic parameters of arrangement through its traits. 
Subsequently, we introduced a formal particular of the 
proposed model. We treat cloud application situations as 
objective and propose a denial plot. The magnificent property 
of our plan is that the proprietor legitimately repudiates a 
gathering of clients by refreshing a client list set, client go 
between and the expert together create two private key offers, 
which adaptably disavow single client immediately. Access 
control security is one of the significant issues in cloud. Better 
access control shields cloud framework from security issue. 
Presently Cloud figuring has been focus on numerous ongoing 

examination and execution, which guarantees solid and secure 
exchange of documents.  
In future investigations, how to lessen calculation and 
correspondence cost of information honesty checking 
conventions can at present be looked into. Additionally, how 
to accomplish better security while guaranteeing different 
capacities are actualized is likewise an exploration course. 
From this paper, we can outline a few examine strategies 
about information uprightness which can enable us to make a 
commitment around there. 
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